
Both born and raised below the Mason-Dixon line, we are drawn to the unique culture of the  

rural South and embrace its idiosyncrasies and oddities. In fact, the more odd and “colorful” 

the better. For the past eight or so years, we have been roaming around together – armed 

with camera gear, steel-toed boots, and mace – in search of roadside rarities, holes in chain 

link fences, cracked doors, and interesting imagery. The best days are the ones that are wide 

open. The only criteria are no agenda, no highways, no map, and a willingness to run from the 

unexpected. The more remote and full of surprises, the better the odds of encountering true 

southern vernacular in the form of people, places, and things. 

Millions of people who have never visited our country are familiar with its significant landmarks, 

but how many people have climbed through the rubble of old cotton mills that are still alive with 

the history of their hard-scrabble workers? How often do people stop to scrutinize the earnest 

beauty of handmade signs or roadside crosses that mark places where lives have ended? Fueled 

by serendipity, it never ceases to amaze us what can be found when we are ‘lost’ – all we need 

to do is keep our eyes open. 

Our adventures have resulted in independent bodies of work that we’ve both exhibited in various 

venues, and we’ve often discussed the ways in which our work is similar and dissimilar. We are 

intrigued by the fact that we can spend the same amount of time at the same location, yet come 

away with decidedly different takes on it. Thus far, roaming together with cameras has produced 

a wide range of photographic images, mixed media pieces, and paintings. 

This exhibition highlights the juxtaposition of two very different visual interpretations 
of a singular experience.

VANTAGE POINTS  |  Two takes on one location

Featuring the photography of Jane A. Dorn and Jo Carol Mitchell-Rogers



JANE A. DORN is an Associate Professor of Art in the Department of Art & Design at Anderson 

University. Before joining the Anderson University faculty, Jane was the Founding Partner and  

Creative Director of Copia Design for nearly 20 years. Her design work has received numerous 

awards at local, regional, national and international levels.

Jane joined the faculty at Anderson University in 2009, and brought with her a rich professional  

career and a desire to challenge and inspire a new generation of graphic designers. In addition  

to her design work, she maintains an active exhibition record as a fine art photographer. Jane’s 

photography was recently profiled on Brainpickings, a curated blog by Maria Popova, with a  

readership of 1.2 million throughout the world. Jane received her BFA in Graphic Design from 

Louisiana State University, and the MA in Graphic Design from the Savannah College of Art  

and Design.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

JO CAROL MITCHELL-ROGERS is a Professor of Art and Chair of the Department of Art & 

Design at Anderson University. She earned a BFA in Painting and Drawing from the University 

of Georgia and the MFA, also in Painting and Drawing, from Clemson University. Like many 

teachers, Jo Carol is a perpetual student, later earning a Ph.D. in Art Education from the University 

of Georgia.

She has been recognized on campus and in the state for her teaching excellence as the recipient 

of the Boles Award for Excellence in Teaching, the Governor’s Distinguished Professor Citation, 

and as the SC Art Education Association Higher Education Art Educator of the Year. A member  

of the ArtBomb Studios in Greenville, SC, Jo Carol maintains an active exhibition record as a 

painter and photographer. Her work has been included in over 80 invitational solo and group  

exhibitions, over 50 juried shows, and is included in numerous private collections throughout  

the country.



DESIGN OF THE EXHIBITION
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The exhibition consists of large-scale panels.

Each large panel is 87 x 44 inches and includes  
an image from each photographer. For all pairings, 
the photographers were in the same location at 
the same time. 

The juxtaposition of the two photographs creates 
a narrative of its own while also serving to illustrate 
how two very different artists interpret a single 
location.

The exhibition currently includes 25 panels 
(50 photos total). This total is constantly growing  
as we sift through our archives and continue to 
shoot. Each 87 x 44 inch panel is equipped with 
necessary hardware and is ready to install.



RECENT GALLERY INSTALLATION
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REDUCED SAMPLE PANELS ARE SHOWN ON THE NEXT EIGHT PAGES.
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